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Looking Back: Texas Leadership Conference

It has been an extremely gratifying experience being able to work behind

the scenes on something as important and meaningful as the Texas

Leadership Convention. Though it’s been months of hard work, I know that

the experience I’ve gained and the valuable lessons our attendees will

learn will make it all worth it. 

We hope that these lessons will influence everyone to connect and engage

with the planned content, both through the speakers’ messages and the

breakout groups. We’re confident that once TLC has ended, the devotion

and compassion of our members will lead the way to instilling values of

inclusivity and leadership into all of our communities.                     

-Cade Bennett, District III Vice President 

 My joining the Regional Officer Team was different from the other

regional officers. Two other members held the DI VP position previously,

but they were unable to serve due to scheduling issues. I officially joined

the RO Team just after Texas Honors Institute, so I attended that

conference as a member.

District I is one of the largest geographically, but it has the fewest active

chapters. I’ve been extremely happy to have the opportunity to serve in

this position, but the lack of engaged chapters does present significant

difficulties. That doesn’t keep me from working to engage more of our

chapters, though! I was extremely nervous when I first accepted this RO

position, but I’ve improved my leadership skills and am continuing to learn

more every day.

The first event I attended was the August planning meeting for the Texas

Leadership Conference. While some members of the leadership team-

WORKING AS ROS!



I always appreciate how much we can learn from each of the Texas Region

conferences. For TLC, the tips each speaker provided were invaluable. The

best part, in my opinion, were the breakout groups. While we may hear and

learn valuable lessons from the general sessions, our breakout groups are

where we actually apply what we learn. It gives us the chance to bounce

ideas off of one another and better understand different forms of

leadership and prosperity. 

The Clifton Strengths Finder that we were able to complete became very

telling in breakouts as well. Because we spent the time going over each

other's styles and strengthens, as well as being divided into different

leadership styles by animal, we were able to actively see how our

strengths came into play in how we problem solved or compromised.

Thank you to the region for another great conference!

joined us in Temple for the meeting, others did so virtually. I was so

nervous at this meeting! I was a 17-year-old with a bunch of adults and

entering an environment that was new to me. As soon as I got there,

Professor Linder said we were headed to dinner at Olive Garden, and I had

never seen Cade (DIII VP) move so fast! It was a new environment for me,

but I observed the other regional officers and gained insight into my new

role. I have made connections with everyone on the team, especially with

Cade and Anna. It’s been a great experience so far.   

-Caleb Goillandeau, District I Vice President 

-Mayur Bhakta , Beta Delta Omicron

Growing as Attendees!

Initially I wondered if this conference would be for me, I’ve never really

considered myself much of a leader. However, as the speakers went

through their presentations and I met other PTK members, I began to see

that anyone can be a leader. Leadership isn’t about a certain look or

personality type. It’s about finding your strengths, understanding your

weaknesses, and guiding others to be the best versions of themselves. I

was no longer afraid of the responsibility associated with being a leader, I

welcomed the opportunity to engage and inspire others the way I had been

by all the leaders I had followed over the years.



One of the things I loved about the leadership conference was the breakout

sessions. Getting to know other members and working through challenges

and activities together really pushed me to understand how to engage

others. Over the course of this year, I’ve struggled to lead through the

endless virtual meetings that we always seem to be in. As an officer for a

student organization, getting members to interact and respond has really

been a challenge. People just aren’t as active virtually as they are in-

person, and it can be a struggle to just get them to introduce themselves.

The leaders of the conference ensured that we were all actively engaged in

our breakout sessions and able to learn and grow from interacting with

each other. As we learned in the conference, “any engagement is positive

engagement” and that mindset is making all the difference in my efforts to

lead now.

 The workshops were also incredible. Hearing from distinguished speakers

is always a treat, but hearing from fellow students can sometimes leave a

bigger impact. I personally visited the new officers and transfer workshops

which both provided me with a good deal of useful information. The new

officer workshop helped motivate me to do my best in my own role as a

student officer and even to apply for a leadership position in PTK next

semester. Meanwhile, the transfer workshop has helped me to push past

my scholarship and transfer fatigue to continue working towards my

goals.

 Overall, the Texas Leadership Conference is an event I will never forget

and the skills I have learned will help me to establish myself as a lifelong

leader. I wouldn’t trade the experience for the world. 

-Amber Traylor , Alpha Gamma Pi



Walter B. Cooper Scholarship Winners

Alexis Merker, Alpha Mu Tau, Collin College: $750

Brian Ramirez, Alpha Mu Chi, Northeast Texas
Community College: $250

Deeksha Vivekanand, Alpha Mu Tau, Collin College:
$500

Anna Seida, Alpha Mu Tau, Collin College: $500

Ashley Winslow, Alpha Gamma Zeta, San Jacinto
College - South: $500

Maricela Eslora, Psi Kappa, St. Philip's College: $250

Maxime Risner, Alpha Mu Chi, Northeast Texas
Community College: $750



The IO Experience
Being an international officer of Phi Theta Kappa is one of the most

honoring and rewarding experiences of my life. One of the objectives I

expect to meet this term is to bring more students’ attention to utilizing

successful transfer process and scholarship opportunities. Attending

multiple regions’ and chapters’ transfer workshops, meetings, and

working one-on-one with their alumni associations helps me bring more

awareness. 

This year's officer team’s common goal is to reach out to as many one, two,

three, and four-star level chapters to help them become five-star chapters.

Multiple chapters have already benefited from the member recruitment

plan. In October, I was invited to be a keynote speaker at the Alpha

Gamma Zeta chapter, the place where it all started for me. Being able to

share my story, mentor students, and familiarize them with endless PTK

benefits is what makes this journey even better. I want to leave a legacy of

hope, determination, and persistence and leave worthy footsteps to follow. 

-Sadokat Khakimova , Division II International Vice President

Upcoming Events

Regional Workshops
Hallmark Writing and a Writing Timeline - November 9

Hosted By: Alpha Delta Pi and Omicron Psi

Running for Regional Office and International Office - December 7

Hosted By: The 2021-2022 Regional Officers

 

District Meetings
District I - November 12

District II - Virtual - October 30

District III - Kilgore College - November 13

District IV  - Virtual - November 13

District V - Virtual - November 13

 



Chapter Recruitment
At the beginning of every semester at the Alpha Gamma Pi chapter in Austin, Texas,

we offer three orientation meetings to inform and recruit new members into PTK.

Within the first two weeks of the new spring or fall semester, our advisors send two

invitations to every student at our college who is eligible for PTK membership: an

email and a golden colored postcard.

These two objects contain the same message- describing briefly that PTK offers a

large amount of scholarships, listing the dates and times for our three orientations,

the links for both the chapter and international PTK websites, and the contact

information for our advisor, Mary Kohls, for if they are unable to attend an

orientation or need more information. Many members in our chapter have said that

receiving the combination of an email and a golden postcard from our chapter

convinced them that PTK was a real and legitimate organization, and then came to

an orientation to learn more. 

This fall, we had one orientation on a Friday evening (which is our usual meeting

time for general meetings), and two orientations on Saturdays. The Friday

orientation on 9/10 had 91 people in attendance, the first Saturday orientation on 9/11

had 59 people in attendance, and the second Saturday orientation on 9/18 had 84

people in attendance. We have also had around 10 people ask for one-on-one

orientation meetings with one of our officers after our orientations. 

These numbers are fairly typical for our chapter orientations in the fall semester,

with the spring semester orientations usually having closer to 100 people in

attendance per session.

Texas Region Spring Awareness Week
February 14th - February 18th 

Texas Regional Convention
March 10th - 12th

Hyatt Regency in Frisco, TX

These successful orientations are largely thanks to our incredible advisors, who

organize the orientation invitations of which our chapter is so proud.

-Alpha Gamma Pi



Chapter Donations

 The Alpha Gamma Zeta chapter (San Jacinto College South Campus) has

been working hard to give back to their community despite the COVID-19

pandemic. Their focus for last year’s Honors in Action project was to help

raise awareness for the Foster Care youth and how we can help them as a

community. 

Approximately, 440,000 children were in the

Foster Care system in 2019.

 

“More than 23,000 children will age out of the U.S. foster care system every

year. After reaching the age of 18, 20 percent of the children who were in

foster care will become instantly homeless. Fifty percent of former foster

youth who age out of the system will be unemployed by the age of 24."

(https://adoption.com/the-danger-of-foster-children aging-out-of-the-

system). With the ongoing pandemic, it may even be harder for the foster

youth to find proper housing and jobs due to the economy's collapse. 



This past year, the Alpha Gamma Zeta chapter has donated hygiene supplies

and college prep books for Foster Care children to the Hay Center. The chapter

donated approximately 175 SAT/ACT/AP prep books and fiction books that

highlight examples of young foster care children who became successful

despite their struggles; 150 backpacks filled with hygiene supplies (his/hers), as

well as 6-8 more boxes of hygiene supplies. The chapter also created and

provided the Hay Center with 500 fliers for foster care youth which includes the

resources available to help foster youth to get into college to help change their

legacy. 

Officers in Action
Current chapter president Deanella

Vitatoe and advisor Lambrini Nicopoulos,

joined by Former chapter President and

current International Vice President for

Division II, Sadokat Khakimova, and

current chapter Vice President of

Scholarship and District IV Vice

President, Ashley Winslow, helped collect

and transport the donations to Hay

Center. The Alpha Gamma Zeta chapter

has been working hard throughout the

past year to give back to their community

by raising awareness on different issues

that affect our generation. 

-Zubia Hasan Photos by Deanella Vitatoe

Upcoming Deadlines

Due: December 1, 2021, at 5 PM CST

Phi Theta Kappa Fall Common Scholarship Application

Alpha Gamma Zeta Donates Supplies 

Jack Kent Cooke Undergraduate Transfer Scholarship Application

Due:January 10, 2022



Hallmarks
Administrator and College President Awards

Due: December 8, 2021, at 5PM CST

Individual Awards

Due: January 12, 2022, at 5PM CST

Chapter Awards

Honors in Action/College Project

Due: January 19, 2022, at 5PM CST

Five Star Plan

Due: January 21, 2022, at 5PM CST

Regional Hallmarks

Due: January 28, 2022, at 11:59PM CST

Alumni Awards 

Due: January 31, 2022, at 5PM CST

 

 

Leadership Team Spotlights

Nancy Long
District III Coordinator

How long have you been a Phi Theta Kappa advisor/alumni/member?

48 years + this year

What chapter are you associated with?

Iota Alpha now for 36+ years. Beta Zeta for 8 years previously. Alpha Tau for 4

years before that.

What's your occupation outside of Phi Theta Kappa?

I'm a Mathematics professor at Trinity Valley Community College (TVCC) in

Athens.

 

International Officer Candidate Application
Due: February 4, 2022



Why do you volunteer to serve the Texas Region?

I have always enjoyed the closer and different connections with students that

PTK provides. TVCC has fairly recently made PTK 40% of my work load.

What's your favorite way to spend a day off?

Traveling, visiting museums or interesting historical sites. Also zoos and wildlife

preserves.

Who is your hero?

I have many heros: Dr. Margaret Mosal, Dr. Jeremy McMillan, Nazik

Orazgeldiyeva, Temi Otuyelu, Carlos Tovias, Oden Long, Mary Long, Ronald

Reagan, Milton Hershey, and more.

What's the last book you read?

Armenia, Art, Religion, and Trade in the Middle Ages

by Helen C. Evans (Editor)

Laura Dupree
District IV Coordinator

How long have you been a Phi Theta Kappa advisor/alumni/member?

I've been and advisor and alumnae since 2000, and a member since 1997.

What chapter are you associated with?

Alpha Rho Mu Chapter at Lone Star College-Tomball

What's your occupation outside of Phi Theta Kappa?

Professor of Education and lifePATH

Why do you volunteer to serve the Texas Region?

Phi Theta Kappa literally changed my life! It also changed my husband's,

children's, and many hundred of my student's.

What's your favorite way to spend a day off?

With my family, especially my two 5-year-old grandchildren!

Who is your hero?

My husband, Mark Dupree, who was an alumnus of Alpha Alpha Rho, and a

chapter member of Alpha of North Harris Alumni Association  and TRAA.

What's the last book you read?

Robot-Proof: Higher Education in the Age of Artificial Intelligence 

by Joseph E. Aoun


